2022 OUTDOOR FURNITURE TRENDS
The last 18 months has seen a seismic shift in the way outdoor space is used. No longer an
afterthought, the garden now plays a pivotal role and is at the forefront of design, increasingly
treated like an extra living space.
Serious budgets are now allocated to outdoor living at the onset of residential projects with
outdoors rooms designed with flexibity to function as a traditional indoor space for family and
friends to lounge, dine and entertain.
A move in mindsets, growth in appreciation of nature and a better understanding of the wellbeing
benefits of outdoor living along with innovation in performance fabrics has seen the garden area
take centre stage. Coco Wolf has highlighted key outdoor living directions for 2022.

Trend #1 – Sustainability
With sustainability at its core, Coco Wolf predicts vast growth in this area. With new technologies
and recycling processes making it ever more possible to create functional, aesthetically pleasing
and durable outdoor furniture pieces, the scope for sustainability is infinite.
Designed to last, Coco Wolf furniture is hand made in the UK by skilled craftsmen. From using
sustainable FSC Certified wood and fabrics made from to recycled plastic bottles to all power
coming from renewable sources and no waste going to landfill, every component of the production
process has been fined tuned to be meet high sustainability and environmental standards.

Largo, a capacious curved day bed, elegance with a modern twist

Trend #2 – Nature inspired
Taking inspiration from Mother Nature, Coco Wolf forecasts organic silhouettes and raw textures
will be pared with robust timber frames with delicate wood grain. Outdoor seating inspired by soft
weathered pebbles sat alongside enveloping armchairs upholstered in tactile boucle will create an
inviting outdoor living space that harmoniously blends nature with function.
Stars of outdoor lounge space are the modular sofas from the Porto collection inspired by the
untamed beauty of the natural landscape.

Comporta modular sofa with customisable seating arrangements

Trend #3 – Al fresco living
Traditionally a space heavily used in the summer to entertain, exercise and unwind, Coco Wolf
predicts that in 2022, the garden or terrace will truly be seen as an extension of the home, being
used throughout the year and more importantly daily. A well considered outdoor living space will
wear many hats. From an everyday dining area and home office station to a warm winter nook with
open fire, the garden is set to be the new heart of the home.

The Atlas collection in a pavilion-style outdoor room

Trend #4 - Wide Stripes
Stripes embody the best of summer as well as being a design for all seasons. Coco Wolf takes a
bold direction with fashionable wide stripes seen here the Aparima loungers from the
Azur Collection.

The Azur collection Aparima Loungers, Matira Sofa with Corner, Centre and Ottoman Norma
Porcelain Coffee Table and. Lepus Side Table

About Coco Wolf
Coco Wolf make your interiors thrive outside all year round.
The chic Coco and the wilder Wolf converge in a brand that takes exterior design to exciting
places. Here furniture that looks likes it should be indoors goes outside, making a seamless flow
between the two. These British crafted collections are as elegant as they are easy-to care for and
resilient.
Coco Wolf was founded in 2014 by talented husband-and-wife team, James and Rebecca Lorimer
establishing an outdoor furniture business that quickly evolved into a sought-after, design-led,
ethical brand with its own UK manufacturing facility.
Coco Wolf take inspiration from the best maritime designs, using hard-wearing, water-resistant
construction and upholstery materials to create luxurious yet low-maintenance furniture pieces that
are built to last. Desirable, durable and distinctive furniture that performs brilliantly and is perfectly
at home in the outdoors –whatever the environment.
New London showroom opens January 2022 on the King’s Road.
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